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Measurements of localized ion heating during magnetic reconnection in the Madison Symmetric
Torus reversed field pinch �R. N. Dexter, D. W. Kerst, T. W. Lovell, S. C. Prager, and J. C. Sprott,
Fusion Technol. 19, 131 �1991�� are presented using two beam-based diagnostics: Charge exchange
recombination spectroscopy and Rutherford scattering. Data have been collected from three types of
impulsive reconnection event, in which the resistive tearing mode activity associated with
reconnection is present either in the edge plasma, the core plasma, or throughout the plasma volume.
A drop in the stored magnetic energy is required for ion heating to be observed during magnetic
reconnection, and when this occurs, heating is concentrated in regions where reconnection is taking
place. The magnitude of the observed temperature rise during reconnection varies with ion species,
suggesting that the heating mechanism has a mass and/or charge dependence. Both the magnitude
and spatial structure of the observed temperature rise also depend on the plasma current and density.
Nonetheless, the fraction of released magnetic energy converted to ion thermal energy remains
roughly constant over a range of plasma conditions. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2884038�

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection is a process by which the mag-
netic topology of a plasma is changed through the tearing
and reconnecting of magnetic field lines. During this process,
plasma ions are often energized through the conversion of
magnetic energy into thermal energy. As a result, ion heating
is often observed to accompany magnetic reconnection in
both laboratory and astrophysical plasmas. Ion heating asso-
ciated with magnetohydrodynamic �MHD� fluctuation activ-
ity and magnetic reconnection has been observed in a num-
ber of laboratory experiments—such as in the tokamak,1 the
reversed field pinch �RFP�,2–6 the spheromak,7,8 and the
spherical tokamak9,10—as well as in the solar corona11,12 and
in the Earth’s magnetosphere.13 In many cases, magnetic re-
connection and the associated heating occur impulsively in
the form of a sudden event following a long quiescent period
during which the plasma evolves slowly. In astrophysical
plasmas, impulsive reconnection occurs during solar flares14

and magnetospheric substorms,15 while in the lab it occurs
during sawtooth crashes in the tokamak16 and RFP.17

Although ion heating is often observed during magnetic
reconnection, the means by which energy is transferred from
the magnetic field to the ions is unknown. In order to gain
insight into possible heating mechanisms, the relationship
between the spatial distribution of the ion heating and the
spatial location of reconnection must be understood. This

relationship has been explored in some low-temperature
plasma experiments.18,19 However, this relationship has been
difficult to investigate in most high-temperature fusion plas-
mas, as measurements of ion heating during reconnection in
these devices are generally line-of-sight. Such line-of-sight
measurements provide only the line-averaged response of
ions to reconnection. Understanding this response is further
complicated by the fact that in many cases, localized recon-
nection takes place simultaneously at multiple sites through-
out the plasma volume. Thus, localized measurements of ion
heating are required to directly determine the relationship
between heating and reconnection.

In this paper, localized measurements of the ion tem-
perature evolution during impulsive reconnection in the
Madison Symmetric Torus �MST� RFP20 will be described.
In Sec. II, a brief description of MST and of the diagnostics
used to measure ion temperature will be provided. The three
types of impulsive reconnection event during which ion tem-
perature has been measured will be described in Sec. III,
while results for the temperature evolution during each of
these types of reconnection event will be presented in Sec.
IV. During the first type of event, reconnection is limited to
the edge; the drop in stored magnetic energy is modest, and
ion heating is limited to the outer half of the plasma. In the
second kind of event, many coupled reconnection sites exist
throughout the plasma, the drop in stored magnetic energy is
larger, and ion heating occurs at all radii. In both cases, the
ion temperature rise occurs on a fast time scale, of order the
reconnection time, and in both cases the drop in magnetic
energy is sufficient to explain the observed rise in ion tem-
perature. In the third type of reconnection event, reconnec-
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tion is limited to the core, the stored magnetic energy re-
mains approximately constant, and no ion heating is
observed at any radial location. The results suggest that a
drop in magnetic energy is required for ions to be heated
during reconnection, and that when this occurs heating is
concentrated near the reconnection layer. Consequently, the
large-scale heating observed during a global reconnection
event arises from the presence of many heating layers dis-
tributed throughout the plasma volume. Results indicate that
during such an event, both the radial structure and absolute
value of the ion temperature depend strongly on plasma cur-
rent and density, as described in Sec. V. Results presented in
this section also show that the temperature obtained during a
global reconnection event depends on ion species, suggesting
that heating may be mass- or charge-dependent. Several the-
oretical models have been advanced to explain the observed
heating, although none has emerged as clearly superior. A
summary of these models and their relationship to the current
observations is provided in Sec. VI. Finally, a summary of
the main results is presented in Sec. VII.

II. ION HEATING MEASUREMENTS IN MST

A plot of the q �=rB� /RB�� profile for a typical MST
discharge is shown in Fig. 1. Within this magnetic topology,
there are many rational surfaces where reconnection can take
place. Reconnection in MST is usually driven by the pres-
ence of current-driven resistive tearing modes,21 and in Fig.
1 circles have been placed on top of the q profile to indicate
the location of resonance for the modes with the largest am-
plitude. In the plasma core, the dominant modes have a po-
loidal mode number of m=1 and toroidal mode numbers of
n�6-9, while the edge plasma is dominated by the m=0,
n=1 mode, which is resonant at the reversal surface where
the toroidal magnetic field B�=0.

Measurements of the ion temperature during reconnec-
tion are obtained on MST using two diagnostics: Charge ex-
change recombination spectroscopy �CHERS� and Ruther-
ford scattering.22 CHERS is a commonly employed
technique in fusion devices for measuring impurity ion

temperature.23,24 On MST, a CHERS system has been devel-
oped to measure the C+6 ion temperature �TC� with both fast
time resolution �10–100 �s� and good spatial resolution
��2 cm�. This temperature is obtained from measurements
of C VI emission ��=343.4 nm� stimulated by charge ex-
change between C+6 ions and energetic hydrogen atoms in-
jected radially into the plasma via a diagnostic neutral beam.
Emission is collected using two fiber bundles �to allow for
dynamic background subtraction�, which, for a given plasma
discharge, are placed on a single viewport, providing mea-
surements from a single radial location. The collected light is
dispersed and recorded in a custom-built, high-throughput
spectrometer.25 A cross section of MST showing the location
of the beam and the viewports available for measurements is
given in Fig. 2. Local values for TC are determined from
nonlinear fits to the emission data, in which the carbon ions
are assumed to have a Maxwellian distribution, and effects of
spin-orbit coupling are included in the model.26

Rutherford scattering �RS� is also a beam-based diagnos-
tic. In this case, the beam is composed of helium atoms,
which are injected from the bottom of MST as shown in Fig.
3. The injected atoms undergo scattering primarily as a result
of collisions with background deuterium �i.e., majority spe-
cies� ions. By measuring the energy spectrum of the scattered
atoms, the temperature of the scattering agents can be deter-
mined, assuming that the D+ ions follow a Maxwellian
distribution.27 Thus, Rutherford scattering provides measure-
ments of the bulk ion temperature �TB�. It is one of the few
diagnostics that is able to do so in high-temperature plasmas,
and MST is one of the few fusion devices that currently
employs such a diagnostic. RS operates with a temporal res-
olution �10 �s� that is similar to CHERS. However, the spa-
tial resolution of the RS measurements ��15 cm� is much
coarser than for CHERS, and typically measurements are
only available from one radial location �although more re-
cently RS data have been obtained at three radial locations�.
Thus, CHERS is predominantly used to measure the radial
structure of the ion temperature evolution during reconnec-
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FIG. 1. q �=rB� /RB�� profile for a typical MST discharge at Ip=400 kA,
ne=1019 m−3.
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FIG. 2. Cross section of MST, showing the location of the CHERS diag-
nostic neutral beam and the viewports available for measurements �indicated
by parallel lines�.
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tion �Secs. IV and V B�, with RS measurements providing a
comparison between impurity and bulk ion heating during
reconnection �Sec. V A�.

III. TYPES OF RECONNECTION IN MST

As described above, there are two “types” of tearing
modes that drive impulsive reconnection in MST: m=1
modes in the plasma core and m=0 modes in the plasma
edge. As a result, there are three types of impulsive recon-
nection event that are observed in MST. During a global
reconnection event �i.e., “sawtooth crash”�, linearly unstable
m=1 modes are excited first, as shown in Fig. 4�b�.28 These
modes then nonlinearly couple to excite the edge-resonant
m=0 modes. Once the m=0 modes are active, they serve to
mediate reconnection activity at the various m=1 resonant
surfaces, again as a result of nonlinear interaction. Thus, dur-
ing a global reconnection event, reconnection takes place at
many coupled sites throughout the plasma volume. This
leads to a significant drop in the plasma stored magnetic
energy ��15 kJ�, as seen in Fig. 4�d�.

Global reconnection events are observed in so-called
standard plasmas, which contain significant gradients in the
plasma current density profile and large fluctuation levels.
During enhanced confinement operation, gradients are sig-
nificantly relaxed and fluctuation activity is reduced. How-
ever, edge gradients can develop in such plasmas, leading to
instability of the edge-resonant m=0 modes. It is under such

conditions that an edge reconnection event is observed.29,30

Although m=0 modes are excited during such an event, the
m=1 mode amplitudes remain small, as illustrated in Fig.
4�a�. Thus, reconnection is limited to the edge during an edge
reconnection event. The increase in the m=0 mode ampli-
tude during an edge reconnection event is a factor of �10
smaller than for a global reconnection event. The change in
stored magnetic energy �Fig. 4�c�� is correspondingly smaller
as well.

Standard plasmas may also be generated during which
there is no reversal of the toroidal magnetic field �i.e.,
B��0 everywhere in the plasma�. In such plasmas there is
no m=0 resonant surface, and thus no m=0 reconnection.
For these cases, impulsive reconnection is observed in the
form of a core reconnection event. An example of such an
event is shown in Fig. 5. Both the temporal behavior and the
amplitudes of the core-resonant m=1 modes during a core
reconnection event �Fig. 5�a�� are similar to that in a global
reconnection event �Fig. 4�a��. Conversely, the m=0 mode
amplitude remains at a low level during the event, as ex-
pected. Surprisingly, there is also no change in the stored
magnetic energy during a core reconnection event, as seen in
Fig. 5�b�. This result suggests that the amount of magnetic
energy released during reconnection depends strongly on the
presence of the m=0 modes.

IV. MEASUREMENTS OF ION HEATING
DURING IMPULSIVE RECONNECTION

The C+6 ion temperature evolution has been measured
for the three types of reconnection event described in Sec. III
using CHERS. Results for a global reconnection event are
shown in Fig. 6, for data obtained at five radial locations
�ranging from r /a=0 to 0.75�. The results represent an
ensemble-average over a number of similar events, for
plasma conditions of Ip=390 kA and ne=1019 m−3. Error
bars were determined by assuming the signal noise to be
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FIG. 3. Cross section of MST, showing the location of the Rutherford scat-
tering beam and the neutral particle energy analyzer.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Resistive tearing mode amplitudes ��a�, �b�� and
stored magnetic energy ��c�, �d�� for an edge and global reconnection event.
Note that the m=0, n=1 tearing mode amplitude is divided by 10 in the plot
for the global reconnection event �b�. Reprinted with permission from Fig. 1
of S. Gangadhara, D. Craig, D. A. Ennis, D. J. Den Hartog, G. Fiksel, and S.
C. Prager, Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 075001 �2007�. Copyright �2007� by the
American Physical Society.
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dominated by Poisson photon counting statistics.26 Prior to a
global reconnection event, the temperature profile is slightly
peaked. During the event, the temperature is observed to in-
crease at all measured locations, indicating that ion heating is
global during a global reconnection event. The temperature
increase occurs on a fast time scale ��200 �s�, of order the
reconnection time. The largest values of TC are observed
slightly after the event. This result is consistent with stron-

gest heating ��largest dT /dt� during the peak of the event
�t=0�. The largest values for TC are also observed off-axis,
producing a hollow temperature profile. This is consistent
with the resonant locations for the dominant m=1 tearing
modes being off-axis �see Fig. 1�. This result suggests that
the heating is largest in regions of maximum reconnection.

Results for the temporal evolution of TC during an edge
reconnection event are shown in Fig. 7. Data were taken at
five radial locations �r /a=0 to 0.75�, and the results repre-
sent ensemble averages taken over a number of similar
events, for plasma conditions of Ip=420 kA and ne=0.7
�1019 m−3. Error bars were determined by assuming the sig-
nal noise to be dominated by Poisson photon counting statis-
tics. Prior to an edge reconnection event, the temperature
profile is slightly peaked. During the event, the temperature
is first observed to increase at the outermost measurement
location, which is the one closest to the m=0 resonant sur-
face �at r /a �0.8 in these plasmas�. Heating at this location
occurs on a fast time scale ��50 �s�, of order the reconnec-
tion time. The temperature increase then propagates inward
toward r /a=0.55. However, the temperature inside of this
radius is unaffected, producing a slightly hollow shape to the
TC profile in the core. These results indicate that heating is
limited to the edge during an edge reconnection event. Heat-
ing is strongest at the measurement location closest to the
m=0 resonant surface, and the largest values for the edge
�r /a�0.5� temperature are observed slightly after the crash.
Both of these results are similar to those observed during a
global reconnection event, and they imply that heating is
again largest in regions of maximum reconnection—or in
this case, the only region of reconnection.

The results described above indicate that during mag-
netic reconnection, heating is localized to the reconnection
layer, and that the global heating observed during a global
reconnection event arises from the presence of multiple re-
connection sites distributed throughout the plasma volume.
However, not all reconnection events lead to ion heating. The
temporal evolution of TC during a core reconnection event is
shown in Fig. 8, for data taken at r /a=0 and for plasma
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Resistive tearing mode amplitudes �top� and stored
magnetic energy �bottom� for a core reconnection event. Note that the
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Copyright �2007� by the American Physical Society.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� CHERS measurements of ion heating during a global
reconnection event. Left: Ensemble-averaged C+6 temperature data from five
radial locations, for Ip=390 kA and ne=1019 m−3. Right: Radial profile mea-
surements constructed from the temporal data, with each point representing
a 100 �s average. Reprinted with permission from Fig. 4 of S. Gangadhara,
D. Craig, D. A. Ennis, D. J. Den Hartog, G. Fiksel, and S. C. Prager, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 98, 075001 �2007�. Copyright �2007� by the American Physical
Society.
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can Physical Society.
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conditions of Ip=400 kA and ne=1019 m−3. These measure-
ments represent data from a single event, during which no
significant change to TC is observed. Similar results have
been obtained at four other radial locations �r /a=0.19 to
0.75�, indicating that there is no ion heating during a core
reconnection event. While perhaps surprising, the absence of
ion heating during a core reconnection event is consistent
with the stored magnetic energy remaining constant during
such an event �see Fig. 5�, indicating that energy from the
magnetic field is indeed the source for ion heating during
magnetic reconnection. When this energy source is available
�as for a global or edge reconnection event�, heating is then
localized near the reconnection layer. Taken together, these
results provide the strongest evidence to date of a direct con-
nection between ion heating and magnetic reconnection in a
high-temperature fusion plasma.

V. PARAMETRIC DEPENDENCIES OF ION HEATING
DURING RECONNECTION

The results shown in Secs. III and IV imply that m=0
modes must be active in order for energy to be released from
the magnetic field during reconnection. This may be due to
the role that the m=0 modes play in mediating reconnection
throughout the plasma volume as a result of nonlinear cou-
pling with m=1 modes. The role that m=0 modes play in
modifying the behavior of fluctuating plasma quantities �e.g.,

J̃, B̃, and Ẽ� may also be important for understanding mag-
netic energy release and subsequent ion heating. Thus, the
question of how reconnection depends on tearing mode cou-
pling is very much an active area of research on MST.

In this section, we will present studies conducted to in-
vestigate other parametric dependencies of ion heating, spe-
cifically focused on heating during a global reconnection
event. In Sec. V A the dependence of ion heating on ion
species will be discussed, and in Sec. V B the variation of
ion heating with plasma density and plasma current will be
described.

A. Variation of ion heating with species

As we will see explicitly in Sec. V B, the total amount of
energy going into carbon ions during reconnection is a small
fraction of the drop in stored magnetic energy. This is prima-
rily because the concentration of C+6 ions in the plasma is
small. The bulk ion density is of course substantially larger
�being a significant fraction of ne for reasonable values of
Zeff�, so any significant heating of these ions would corre-
spond to a significant energy gain. Measurements of the bulk
ion temperature evolution during a global reconnection event
for a single radial location �r /a=0.32� using Rutherford scat-
tering are shown in Fig. 9. Also shown in this figure are
CHERS measurements of the C+6 ion temperature from a
similar radial location �r /a=0.37�. These measurements
were both taken in deuterium plasmas. The carbon tempera-
ture is observed to be substantially higher than the deuterium
temperature during the reconnection event. This result sug-
gests that ion heating during reconnection is stronger for
carbon than for deuterium, implying a possible mass or
charge dependence to the heating mechanism. However, the
observed temperature depends on both heating and confine-
ment. Thus, it may be that heating is similar for both species,
while energy confinement is significantly poorer for deute-
rium ions. For example, charge-exchange losses for the deu-
terium ions are expected to be significant during reconnec-
tion, during which time there is a large influx of neutrals
from the wall as a result of the strong plasma-wall interac-
tion. Such losses may act to suppress the deuterium ion tem-
perature relative to the carbon temperature. Other loss
mechanisms may also contribute to the observed discrep-
ancy.

Measurements of the bulk and carbon ion temperature
evolution during a global reconnection event have also been
obtained in helium plasmas. Those results are shown in Fig.
10, where the He+2 temperature �at r /a=0.32� has been mea-
sured using RS and the C+6 temperature �at r /a=0.37� has
been measured with CHERS. In this case, the temperatures
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of the two species agree quite well, within the resolution of
the measurements. This agreement may simply be the result
of similar heating and confinement for the two species
�since, for example, charge exchange is not a loss mecha-
nism for He+2 ions�. However, this agreement may also arise
from the balance between a more complicated set of heating
and loss mechanisms, which could result in there being a
charge or mass dependence to the ion heating during recon-
nection. Nonetheless, for both deuterium and helium plas-
mas, there is a significant change in the ion temperature dur-
ing a global reconnection event, indicating that there is
indeed a large energy gain by the ions during reconnection.

The total ion heating power during a global reconnection
event is large as well. In Fig. 11, the evolution of the bulk
deuterium ion temperature measured with Rutherford scatter-
ing at three radial locations is shown during such an event.
The data support the conclusion that ion heating is global
during a global reconnection event �as initially inferred from
the CHERS measurements�. In addition, the somewhat stron-
ger edge plasma heating that is observed in the impurity ion
temperature profile is reproduced in the bulk TB profile �com-
pare Figs. 6 and 11�. During the event, the bulk ion tempera-
ture is observed to increase by about 200 eV over a period of
about 100 ms. This implies a heating power of greater than
40 MW being delivered to the ions, which is far greater than
the steady Ohmic heating of the electrons during the dis-
charge. The corresponding increase in ion thermal energy is
about 4 kJ. The only source of energy capable of providing
this heating is the stored magnetic energy, and we have noted
above that a change in stored magnetic energy is required
for ion heating to be observed during reconnection. The
data shown in Fig. 11 were obtained at Ip=400 kA and
ne=1019 m−3; for such plasma conditions, the change in
magnetic energy is about 20 kJ during a global reconnection
event �see Fig. 4�d��. These results indicate that at least 20%
of the magnetic energy loss is transferred to the ions during
such an event. If ion energy loss and impurity heating are

also taken into account, the fraction of converted energy
would be somewhat higher. In the following section, we con-
sider how the ion heating during global reconnection events
relates to the change in magnetic energy for a range of
plasma discharge conditions.

B. Variation of ion heating with plasma current
and density

Measurements of the ion temperature evolution during a
global reconnection event have been obtained for two values
of plasma current �250 and 500 kA� and three ranges of elec-
tron density ��0.4–0.8, 0.8–1.2, and 1.2–1.8�1019 m−3�
using CHERS. Results were obtained at two plasma radii
�r /a=0 and 0.55�, and are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. In all
cases, the results represent ensemble averages taken over
many similar reconnection events, and error bars were esti-
mated by assuming signal noise to be dominated by Poisson
photon counting statistics. The temporal behavior of TC is
similar to that observed in Fig. 6, though these data are
noisier because fewer events are included in the ensemble
average. There are nonetheless a number of conclusions that
can be drawn from looking at Figs. 12 and 13. First, the
increase in TC scales nonlinearly with plasma current, as the
temperature more than doubles when Ip doubles. This is true
both on-axis as well as at the mid-radius. At low plasma
current, the variation of �TC with density is fairly weak,
whereas at high plasma current the variation of �TC

with density is also weak at r /a=0 but is significant at
r /a=0.55. The results indicate that at high current, the ion
temperature profile during reconnection becomes more
peaked as the density increases. One possible explanation for
this behavior is the presence of enhanced confinement peri-
ods during low density, high current operation, which could
explain both the flat temperature profile observed during re-
connection as well as the long tail observed in TC after
reconnection.

To develop a better understanding of the relative strength
of the heating during reconnection, the total energy gained
by the carbon ions for each of the scenarios shown in Figs.
12 and 13 is compared with the corresponding drop in stored
magnetic energy. The former is calculated by assuming a
“three-point” temperature model, using the measured values
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for TC at r /a=0 and 0.55 and assuming TC=0 at r /a=1. The
carbon density is assumed to be 1% of the electron density
under all conditions �i.e., for all values of ne and Ip�, and this
density is assumed not to change during the reconnection
event. Although this assumption is not entirely valid, the
change in density during the event is small compared to the
change in temperature, so the assumption is expected to in-
troduce little error into the calculation. Using this simple
model, �Uthermal is calculated for each scenario, and then
compared to �Umagnetic, as shown in Table I.

There are a number of conclusions that can be drawn
from these results. First, the fraction of the magnetic energy
going into the carbon ions is small �under the assumption
that the carbon density is 1% of ne�. However, as we saw in

Sec. V A, the majority ions are also significantly heated dur-
ing reconnection, indicating that during reconnection, a sub-
stantial fraction of the stored magnetic energy goes into ion
heating. At low plasma current, the change in ion thermal
energy during reconnection scales strongly with density,
even though the change in magnetic energy is independent of
density. This result suggests that the heating per ion is
equally efficient regardless of the ion density. This result
does not appear to hold at high current, as the change in
thermal energy drops off significantly with increasing density
in this case. Under the assumptions of the model, this drop
off is mostly accounted for by the small increase in TC dur-
ing reconnection at r /a=0.55. It is possible that at high cur-
rent and high density, coupling between carbon and deute-
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FIG. 12. �Color online� CHERS measurements of on-axis �r /a=0� ion heating during a global reconnection event for various plasma conditions. Left:
Ensemble-averaged C+6 temperature data from three different density ranges at Ip=250 kA. Right: Ensemble-averaged C+6 temperature data from three
different density ranges at Ip=500 kA.
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rium ions is strong enough that energy losses in the
deuterium ion channel during reconnection �e.g., from
charge-exchange losses, which would be stronger at the mid-
radius relative to the plasma core� affect the carbon ion chan-
nel, resulting in a smaller increase in TC. It is also possible
that at high plasma current, the heating efficiency
during reconnection is strongly reduced as the density is
increased.

Perhaps the most interesting result is that during recon-
nection, the change in carbon thermal energy scales fairly
well with the change in stored magnetic energy. For instance,
at low current and low density �Uthermal /�Umagnetic�0.16%,
while at high current and low density �Uthermal /�Umagnetic

�0.24% �the larger value at high current could again be
the result of enhanced confinement periods present for high
current, low density operation�. Similarly, for low current
and intermediate densities �ne=0.75–1.20�1019 m−3�
�Uthermal /�Umagnetic�0.32%, while for high current and in-
termediate densities �Uthermal /�Umagnetic�0.35%. These re-
sults suggest that the change in thermal energy during recon-
nection is directly connected to the drop in stored magnetic
energy, indicating once again that the magnetic field is the
energy source for ion heating during reconnection.

VI. POTENTIAL HEATING MECHANISMS

A number of mechanisms have been proposed to explain
ion heating during magnetic reconnection. Localized, ener-
getic outflows are produced as a result of reconnection, and
collisional viscous damping of these flows could produce an
increase in the ion thermal energy.31–33 Simulations indicate
that on MST cross-field flows would have to be comparable
to the thermal ion sound speed and vary strongly over a
gyroradius scale for perpendicular viscosity to be effective in
heating the ions.34 Such large and localized flows have yet to
be observed experimentally. Parallel viscosity is responsible
for damping neoclassical parallel flows35,36 as well as cross-
field compressional flows,31,33 and may therefore play an im-
portant role in transferring energy from tearing fluctuations
to the ions, as the parallel viscosity coefficient is signifi-
cantly larger than the perpendicular viscosity coefficient.37

The effects of parallel viscosity in MST are currently being
studied using calculated tearing mode flow profiles. Theoret-
ical work is also being conducted to investigate the connec-
tion between ion heating and electron thermal transport.38

Ion heating may also result from the turbulent cascade of
tearing fluctuations to cyclotron frequencies.4,39 However,
the role of cyclotron damping in heating ions during mag-
netic reconnection remains an open question, and is under
theoretical investigation.40 Previous measurements of the
fluctuation power spectrum during global reconnection
events in MST indicated energy loss at 	=	ci.

4 However,
ion heating by cyclotron waves is expected to be anisotropic,
while no anisotropy was observed in previous line-integrated
measurements of T� and T�.6 As a result of MST’s magnetic
topology, current CHERS measurements yield a mix of both
parallel �on-axis� and perpendicular �in the edge� ion tem-
perature. Additional views are being designed to provide
complete localized measurements of T� and T�, so that the
effects of cyclotron damping may be accurately assessed.

VII. SUMMARY

Spatially resolved measurements of the impurity ion
temperature evolution during three types of impulsive recon-
nection event in MST have been obtained using charge-
exchange recombination spectroscopy. Results indicate that
the ion temperature increase is limited to the outer half of the
plasma during an edge reconnection event, and that the heat-
ing is largest near the location of reconnection. Conversely,
the ion temperature is observed to increase at all radial loca-
tions during a global reconnection event, indicating that heat-
ing occurs over a broad radial extent during such an event.
Heating is also large in this case, causing the impurity ion
temperature to increase by a factor of 2 or more. For both
types of event, the drop in magnetic energy is sufficient to
explain the increase in ion thermal energy. In addition, the
time scale for heating in both cases is of order the reconnec-
tion time, indicating a large power flow into the ions during
reconnection. The correspondence between the heating and
reconnection locations and the heating and reconnection time
scales implies that the observed heating is directly related to
reconnection. However, not all impulsive reconnection
events lead to ion heating. During a core reconnection event,
the stored magnetic energy remains constant, as does the
impurity ion temperature. A drop in stored magnetic energy
is therefore required for ions to be heated during reconnec-
tion. When this occurs, heating is localized near the recon-
nection layer, as observed during an edge reconnection
event. Consequently, the broad heating observed during a
global reconnection event arises from the presence of recon-
nection activity at multiple resonant locations distributed
throughout the plasma volume.

The magnitude and spatial structure of heating during a
global reconnection event depend strongly on the back-
ground plasma current and density. Nonetheless, the change
in the impurity ion thermal energy appears to scale linearly
with the change in magnetic energy, offering more evidence
for the direct relationship between ion heating and reconnec-
tion. Heating during a global reconnection event is stronger
for impurities than for bulk ions in a deuterium background
plasma, suggesting that the heating mechanism is ion-
species-dependent. However, results obtained from helium
background plasmas indicate similar heating between impu-

TABLE I. A comparison between the change in thermal energy and the
change in stored magnetic energy for ensembles of global reconnection
events generated at various plasma currents and densities.

Ip �kA� ne�1019 m−3� �Uthermal�J� �Umagnetic�J�

250 0.35–0.75 10 6000

250 0.75–1.20 19 6000

250 1.20–1.80 43 5000–6000

500 0.40–0.80 76 28000–36000

500 0.80–1.20 99 28000

500 1.20–1.90 79 22000–24000
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rities and the bulk. These results indicate that much more
work is needed before we can understand the mechanisms
responsible for heating ions during magnetic reconnection.
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